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Q.1  a) Attempt any four of the following:      8 

i. List any four basic criteria applied to any line drawing algorithm. 
ii. Write down homogenous coordinate matrix for : 

- 2D Reflection 
- 2D Shearing 

iii. Define viewport. 
iv. State any two disadvantages of generating arc using DDA algorithm. 
v. State names of any two frame buffers used for raster display and 

random display respectively. 
b) Attempt any two of the following:      8 

i. Describe 2D scaling transformation along with its matrix form. 
ii. Illustrate 2D transformation with any suitable example. 
iii. Find out final coordinates of triangle A(0, 0), B(5, 5), C(10, 0) when 

rotated 45˚ in counter clockwise direction about arbitrary point x(1, 1) 
 
Q.2 Attempt any three of the following:      12 

a) Describe the working of direct view storage tube (DVST) with suitable 
example. 

b) Write and explain the commands used for  
- to draw rectangle 
- to fill polygon 

c) List any four applications of computer graphics and explain any one of 
it. 

d) Describe display file and its structure. 
 
Q.3 Attempt any three of the following:      12 

a) Write scan line filling algorithm to fill the polygon. 
b) Define two types of the polygon and give example of each. 
c) Write a ‘C’ program to draw line using Bresenham’s lins algorithm. 
d) Describe GUI with its any two features (components). 

 
Q.4 Attempt any two of the following:      16 

a) Write a ‘C’ program to draw a circle using Mid-point circle generation 
algorithm. 

b) Describe Cohen-Sutherland line clipping algorithm. 
c) Write a ‘C’ program to draw a fractal line. 
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Q.5 Attempt any three of the following:      12 

a) Describe the difference between raster scan and random scan display 
with respect to –  

- How its stores information in memory? 
- How it displays stored information? 

b) Describe how OpenGL process data along with its block diagram in 
short. 

c) List any four basic OpenGL basic line drawing primitives and explain 
any two of them. 

d) State the need of adopting graphics standard and list any four graphics 
standards available. 

 
Q.6 Attempt any three of the following:      12 

a) Describe cubic Bezier curve with suitable example. 
b) Write down DDA arc generation algorithm. 
c) Describe processing of polygon vertices in Sutherland – Hodgeman 

polygon clipping algorithm along with suitable example. 
d) Find normalization transformation matrix that maps a window with 

lower left corner (1, 1) and upper right corner (6, 6) on to a viewport 
which is entire normalized device screen.    
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